LO] Equation (i) represents an Nsth order plant having NO output measurements z modeled by equation (2) and Nc control inputs u. Using equations (10) and (11), the plant Equations (3) and (4) represent an Mth order input u and control output y can be written as feedback control law driven by the sensor functions of r in Laplace domain as output z. The reference input signal is r. In terms of a transfer function, the sensor output u = (I '+ G(s)L)-Ir (13) and the control laws are
respectively. Here s is the Laplace variable. Using equations (6) and (7) one can also Figure I shows the block diagram of a multiloop arrive at the relation (13) and (14) in which system with unity feedback in which a square diagonal matrix L is Introduced at the plant G(s) = -[C(Is -A)-IB + D] input u to examine the system gain and phase margins.
[
Equations (15) and (16) it encircles the origin. But one cannot get a would be more desirable to find the range in which satisfactory notion of stability margin directly both kn and @n can be changed simultafrom the determinant locus because the closeness neously in all loops for which the system would of a matrix to singularlty cannot always be remain stable. This is our present objective, detected In terms of its determinant4 2 evaluation diagramas describedin the following gainsare relatedto the systeminput-output section. magnitudes governedby equations (13)and (14) :Ty(j )
where
For conyenlence the argument(j_)will be omitted assuming L-1 exists 4. The basic reasoning in the rest of the paper exceptw_hen necessary. A is as follows. Since L-I and (I+G) -1 scalarmeasureof amplitudeof u is exists,rewrite I+GL to separate L from the G matrix,as (24), (28)and equation(27) rootof the_aximum and minimumeigenvalues are used. Note that this is a conservative of Tu*T u (or TuTu* ). The response condition, and it is possibleto construct amplitudeboundshold true not only for sinusoidal an L matrixwhich violatesthis condition, yet inputsbut also foraperiodicand stochastic input failsto destabilize the system. signals. 2 Other importantproperties of singularvaluesare If we considersimultaneous gain and phase changesin every loopusing the L matrixgiven
If £(G) = 0 then G is singular (26) max
for all n with kn>O. Reference4 considers only the classical cases of gain or phase changes If G is nonsingular, then a sufficient condition keeping @n = 0 or kn=l, respectively. -for (G + L) to remainnonslngular is Using equation (34)_the generalcase of simultaneous gainand phase changescan be _(L) < !(G) (2B) examined. Equation (34) for a systemis 0.6 then the closedloop sys--tem Using theseproperties and generalizing the will toleratesimultaneous gain and phase changes analysispresentedin reference4, it is possible of -1.SdBto +5.3dB,and -30°to +30°, to constructa universalgain-phase margin respectively in all input loops. In a classical sense,when eithergain or phase is changed,the marginsare -4.2dBand +8dB or +35°, respectively.
Using equation (34) the condition (31) can
Control Law (a_ also be depicted as a plot of gain margin versus phase margin with sf_allest o(I+G) as a u = (-364.4)(s-136.4)(s2+73.69s+ 5697) deg parameter. This is shown in-- Fig.3 Fig. 4 . For control law (a) phase and gain can be changed in all loops in any the gain margins are -4.1 dB and 2.6 dB and the manner within these limits, without destabilizing phase margins are -22°and +41°. For control law the closed loop system.
(b) which is comparatively robust, the gain margins are -5.0 dB and +12.3 dB, and the phase From Figs. 2 and 3 it is also easy to verify margins are -53°and +46°. the we]l-known result that for a Linear Quadratic Optimal state feedback problem the guaranteed gain A plot of the minimum singular value of (!+G) margins are -6dB and + _dB and phase margins are (MIMO) value plot are examined. Next a two input, two output system describing a drone aircraft8 with Figure 6 shows the block diagram of the a lateral attitude control system is analyzed in lateral attitude control system of a drone detail, alrcraft. in an unstableDutch roll mode. The elementsof predictions are quite conservative, particularly the inputvector {uI u2}T are the elevon in certaingain or phasechangedirections. and rudderactuatorservocommandsrespectively. All gain and phase changesare considered at the In this exampleit is noted that considerable pointsdenotedby X in figure6. Figure7 shows realisticbut qualitativeinformation about gain the Nyquistdiagramsfrom classicalloopbreaking and phase marginscan be obtainedfrom the eigentestsat the elevonloop and rudderloop valuesof (I+G)matrix,which is plottedin the respectively.From this diagram,the gainmargin complexplane in Fig. 11 . Note that the minimum is 27.5dB and the phasemarginis -83.0°for the eigenvalue magnitude I_(I+G)I plot in Fig. 8  elevonloopdesignated as loop i. For the rudder represents the radiaTolstanceof the eigenvalue loop, the gain marginsare -4.6 dB and _ dB and closestto the originand is a measureof the the phasemarginsare +55°and -50.5°. This is closenessof (I+G) to singularity in a limited the primaryloopwhich stabilizes the Dutch roll sense,i.e., for equal diagonalperturbation in mode and is designated as loop 2.
the L matrix. If kI and k2 are reduced simultaneously to 0.54, the eigen-diagram in Fig. Althoughthe singleloop valuesare often 11 shrinksradiallyabout the point 1.0 without used as a measureof loop robustness, they may be rotationand point C reachesthe originmakingthe inadequate to detectthe overallsystem'sweakness systemunstable. Similarlyboth kI and k2 to simultaneous gain and phase changesin all can be increasedindefinitely withoutencountering loopsor to unstructured uncertainties.To study instability. If €1 and €2 are changed this for the presenttwo-loopproblem,the minimum simultaneously from zero to -38°, the diagram singularvalueof the returndifference matrix rotatesabout point 1.0withoutdistortion and (o(l+G))over the operatingfrequencyrangeis point B reachesthe originmakingthe system pTottedin Fig. 8 . The minimumsingularvalue is unstable. Likewise €1 and ¢2 can be also the lower bound of the minimumeigenvalue increasedsimultaneously to +65°beforepoint A magnitude |X(I+G)| which is also plottedin reachesthe origin. These specificstability It is noted from Fig. 8 (as well as from loop, then by usingFig. 2, the guaranteed gain Fig. 11 ) that the lowest Ix| is 0.65 which marginsare foundto be -2.0 dB and +2.5 dB. This occursat a frequencyof 1._ rad/sec. Now if we means kI and k2 can be changedfrom 0.8 to are allowedto use the minimumeigenvalue magni-1.33 (with€I =@2 = O) in any mannerwithout tude, IX(I+G)I, insteadof the minimumsingular destabilizing the system. Similarly €1 and value,_(I+G)_as a measureof nearnessto singu-€2 can be changedbetween-15°and +15°(with larity_f the (I+G)matrix,then from Fig. 2 the kl=k2=1)withoutencountering instability.If relaxedgain marginsare -4.4 dB and +9 dB. This both gainand phase are changed,one can again means kI and k2 can be changedin any establishguaranteed gain marginsfor a given mannerbetween0.6 and 2.8. Similarlyfrom Fig.  phasemarginusingFig . 2 or 3. For exampleif 2, the relaxedphase marginsare determined to be the €1 and €2 variationis between-10°±38°. These two marginsare plottedin Fig. g and  and 10° , the kI and k2 can be varied 10, respectively, and are denotedby the box between0.85and 1.25with guaranteed stability.
EFHG. Comparison with the actualstability boundaryIJ indicatesthat these eigenvalue The guaranteed stabilitymarginsand actual magnitudebased predictions are more realistic. stabilityboundaryfor variations in kI and However,near the edge GH in Fig. 9 the relaxed k2 are comparedin Fig. 9 . The box ABDC boundarycrossesover into the unstableregion. indicatesthe regionsof guaranteed stability
The primaryreasonfor this is that the inequality predictedfrom the minimumsingularvalue. The relationin Eq. (24)does not alwayshold true if curve IJ indicatesthe actualstabilityboundary singularvaluesare replacedby eigenvalue obtainedby computingthe eigenvalues of matrix magnitude. Hence,one cannotdeduceEq. (33)from Fa in Eq. g for many kI and k2 and Eq. (31)'foreigenvalue magnitudeexceptwhen all plottingthe eigen-loci. The valuesof kI and elementsof a diagonal L matrixare equal. Thus k2 where the realpart of any eigenvalue is the relaxedstabilitymarginpredictions usingthe zero determines one point on the IJ curve. IJ is obtainedby computing the determinant of [I+G(j_)] for many €1 and €2. On the generallycannotguaranteeglobalstability. boundaryboth the real and imaginary parts of the determinant are zero. The actualboundarycan also be obtainedby the eigen-loci method. Note Conclusions in Fig. 10 that phase marginpredictions from singleloopNyquisttests ( Fig.7) are inadequate A stabilitymarginevaluation methodfor a when simultaneous phase changesare considered, multiloopsystemis presentedby generalizing However,if the robustness is characterized for an existingprocedure. The methodinvolves designpurposesby simultaneous gainor phase computingthe singularvaluesof the systemreturn changetolerances at the input (Figs.g and 10) difference matrixover the operatingfrequency the singularvaluebased gain or phasemargin 5
range.
The AC-26, No. I, Feb. 1981, pp. 4-16. which derivative information is needed. Differentiating equation (At) and (A2) Vol. AC-26, No. i, Feb. 1981, pp. 47-65 . + (vi*G*-ui*ai)_-_ -= _-T(Ui*Ui+Vi*Vi) (A4) 
